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“1st December 2015 - Joseph F. Engelberger, an engineer and entrepreneur who 
pioneered the robotics field, died peacefully at this home this morning, December 
1, 2015, in Newtown, Connecticut. Engelberger - widely known as the ”Father of 
Robotics” and creator of the worlds first industrial robot - revolutionised modern 
industrial and automotive manufacturing processes and went on to establish 
robotics in human services. Engelberger was 90  years old.” - The BBC

So what’s Engelberger’s legacy? Companies such as L.B. Foster Automation are 
providing state of the art solutions to move, handle, inspect, assemble and test. 

history



demand
These days we work for ambitious clients who present problems and demand solutions.

The story of how this is done is on the next few pages. However we do like to think of 
ourselves as good to work with, experts in our field with some great people who design, 
engineer, project manage and manufacture systems and machines to automate, handle 
and help your production process. 





imagine 
Our clients are ambitious.

They have concepts, notions and ideas. They like a challenge, it must be said.

They want machines and solutions to move, handle, inspect, assemble and test.

Faced with these tests, we need a good imagination. Plus a fair amount of ingenuity, 
a sprinkle of inspiration and a touch of resourcefulness.





create
Conceiving systems and machines that do their job; perform perfectly, seamlessly and 
efficiently, is our creative brief. We may lose some sleep but we always get there.

We will make sure you know what we are thinking with 3D visualisation, demonstrations 
and the best team you can wish for.

You, like us, will be confident in the road we are all going to follow.





design
We’ve thought and we’ve imagined. We’ve invented and we’ve discussed.

Now we design. Develop the result.

Test the theories and draw, visualise. No stone unturned;  no screw missed; no 
process compromised.





engineer
Designs now go to our lasers, fabricators and machinists. Proper engineering 
this...cutting and bending; welding and fabricating.

Still lots of clever people assembling, wiring, trials and testing...ensuring 
production quality is built in.





deliver
After all this, its built. Its checked, tested and tested some more.

We invite you in. We want you to be impressed. With the results...but also our energy and passion.

Machines and systems are packed for global delivery. They go everywhere.

For you, the journey is just starting. Your machines are in your factory now. Maybe a Car Plant, Food 
Processing Factory or Logistics Depot. They will perform perfectly, seamlessly and efficiently.

It’s what you wanted; it’s what we promised.



union
2016 sees the union of Industrial Automation and L.B. Foster Materials Handling.

Industrial Automation are a well-known partner of the automotive industry supplying 
custom built machinery for headliner assembly, wheel and tyre handling systems, 
sealing systems machines, exhaust leak testing and assembly machines. L.B. Foster 
Materials Handling install innovative assembly solutions for a number of high profile 
automotive production lines.

In other markets, L.B. Foster Materials Handling expertise in conveyor and 
warehousing systems compliment IA’s handling and pallet debanding machines for the 
optimum labour and cost saving solutions. 

It’s a great union, one creating an automation powerhouse in the East Midlands, an 
exciting future within a Global Company; L.B. Foster Automation.
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